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COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
RECITAL GIVEN BY
SOPH-SENIOR DANCE
STUDENTS OF ORGAN
CLIMAXES MAY FETE
Miss Vera Melone's advanced organ
students from Staunton, Harrisonburg, and the State Teachers College
will give a recital tonight, May 12,
at 8 o'clock at the Methodist Church.
The students participating are as
follows: State Teachers College—Mary
Coyner, Mildred Foskey, Margaret Fry,
Mary Sue Hamerslcy, Alice Kay, Elizabeth Preston; Harrisonburg—Daisy
Mae Gifford, Mame Sullivan, organist
and choir director of the Catholic
Church; Staunton; Mildred Cochran,
assistant organist at Trinity Church,
Eileen Brewster, organist at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church.
The program is as follows:
First Sonata
Guilmant
Miss Foskey
Allegretto
^Stainer
Miss Fry
Scherzettino
Delibes
Miss Sullivan
Sixth Prelude ("Eight Little Preludes and Fugues")
Bach
Miss Gifford
Cantabile :
Loret
Miss Preston
Fantasie
Staincr
Miss Hamersley
E minor Prelude and Fugue
Bach
Miss Cochran
Barcarolle
Offenbach
Miss Kay
Triumphal March
De Costa
Miss Coyner
A minor Chorale
Cesar Franck
Miss Brewster

CALENDAR FOR WEEK OF
MAY 14

CLASSES CELEBRATE
SPEAKERS SECURED FOR
NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK GRADUATION EXERCISES

The graduating classes of the col- SUNDAY—Y. W. C. A.
National Music Week, which is beDr. Edgar W. Knight of the departlege held their annual dance Saturday MONDAY—Scribbler Meeting.
ing observed throughout the world is ment of education at the University
night, May 6, climaxing the May Day TUESDAY—Conference Tea—Misses being observed at Harrisonburg State
of North Carolina will be speaker for
festivities here. The gym was decoAnthony and Buchanan for Teachers College by a series of pro- the commencement exercises. He is
rated with apple blossoms and pink
spring quarter sophomore stu- grams.
well-known in the east and south and
and white crepe paper. Soddy Haines
dent teachers, reception room,
in Virginia where he has delivered sevAll
student
in
the
music
classes
unand his orchestra played. The dance
Alumna: Hall, 3:45 p. m.
eral addresses.
was co-ed, the second one of the sea- WEDNESDAY — Birthday Dinner, der the direction of Miss Edna Shaeffer have shown great interest and coThe baccalaureate sermon is to be
son.
6:00 p. m.
operation
in
preparing
their
own
prodelivered
by Dr. Walter G. Clippinger,
Those attending the dance were:
Recital: Conway Grey, piano and grams. Thirty minutes of each music president of Otterbein College, WestSarita Byrd, Jimmy Seward; Nell
Lois Bishop, voice, Auditorium, class period during the week have been ville, Ohio, a United Brethren instituCoyner, B. Rowe; Elizabeth Carson,
Wilson Hall, 8:00 p. m.
tion.
Abie Urquart; Marietta Melson, J. THURSDAY—Y. W. C. A., Kappa given over for conducting the programs.
The Alumna: Association will hold
Conrad; Evelyn Watkins, Rolland
Delta Pi.
Visitors and students from other its regular meeting on June 3. In the
Berry; Anne Davies, J. Johnston; Vir- FRIDAY—High School Senior Play,
classes attended these programs. Much evening of the same day the music and
ginia Bean, Martin Cunningham; DorAuditbrium, Wilson Hall, 8:00 enthusiasm and encouragement for the
expression departments will present
othy Burkett, Guy Dinges; Kay Carp. m.
appreciation
of
better
music
has
been
their annual joint recital. The alumpenter, Woodson Jones, Jr.; Mittie
realized.
na: banquet will be held following the
Chapman, Biedler Heltzel; Louis;
Cloud, Fred Irons; Betty Marie Coffey,
The programs have consisted of recital. The alumna; also entertain
Max Stone; Julia Courter, William SCRIBBLERS PLEDGE
choruses, solos, harmonica chorus, toy at a buffet supper on Sunday evening.
Lynne; Kathleen Cowden, Edward
FOUR NEW MEMBERS symphonies, and talks on the lives of Class Day exercises will be held
Pennington; Betty DeMaine, John
great composers. They were short but Monday, June 5. In the evening the
Harding; Irene Dawley, Keith Oliver;
contained valuable material and well graduating classes' play will be given.
Scribblers have recently announced
Mary E. Deaver, Frank Calhoun; Ber- four additions to their ranks. The new selected music.
On the morning of June 6 the final
nice English, Marion Baylor; Dot
The
programs
were
placed
in
charge
exercises
will begin at 9:00 a. m.
members are: Lydia Cummings, New
Hamilton, Joseph Crabbs; Kathryn
The faculty and vested choir will
York City; Alberta Stevens, Rich- of a chairman, who appointed and asKeller,—Carlyle Huffman; Helen
mond; Winifred Warren, Richmond; signed to each student some duty to head the academic-procession. FollowKitchen, Frank Gould; Bernice Little, and Helen Sites, Dayton. The initia- perform.
ing the address of Dr. Knight, Dr.
John Smith; Gladys Leech, Ed JohnInteresting posters were made and Samuel P. Duke, president of the coltion will take place at the regular
ston; Thelma Leech, C. W. Stull; Mar- meeting Monday night.
placed in the public buildings, and at- lege, will present diplomas to 130
jorie Lutz, James Way Bud; Ruby MilThe recently elected Chief Scribe of tractive programs were hand-macje candidates and confer bachelor of sciler, Bill Morrison; Katherine Miller,
the Scribblers is Elizabeth Kerr, of and presented to each student and visi- ence degrees in education upon 90
Phillips Alden; Virginia Newell,
four-year graduates. .
Harrisonburg. Other Scribblers are: tor present.
George Taliaferro; Mary Pennington,
Dorothy Martin, Janet Lowrie, Ruth
The
program
given"
by
Mildred
FosThe entire program for the comT. J. Haine; Mary Powe-s. P. E. TollBehrens, Catherine Manke, Sarah Lem- key's group was as follows:
mencement
exercises follows:
ing; Marian Smith, George Price;
mon, Madaline Newbill, Katye Wray It Is Spring—Celia Thaxter—Chorus
SATURDAY, JUNE 3
Catherine Taylor, John Plank; Edith
Brown, Hilda Hisey, Kay Carpenter, Au Matin—Godard—Ruby Halstcad 9:30 A.M.—Annual meeting AlumTodd, Sam Todd; Elizabeth Topping,
Christobel Childs. Faculty mem- A Spring Maid—Holland Folk Tune—
na: Association, Alumna: Hall
MAY DAY PARTICIPANT Harry Perry; Barbour Stratton, P. L. and
bers are: Mr. C. T. Logan, Miss MarChorus
7:30
P.M.—Recital by the departTELLS OF REHEARSAL Ramsey; Edith Laudermilk, Kennith garet Hoffman, Dr. C. H. Huffman, America—Smith
ments,
of expression and music, WilStoneburner; Louise Garner, Bill
Mrs. Nancy Byrd Rucbush, Miss Marie Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes
son
Hall
"Hey, Momma!
Where do we Markley; Christine Bowman, Stuart Louise Boje, Miss Elizabeth Cleveland,
—Jonson—Harmonica Chorus
9:00 P.M.—Alumna: Banquet, Dincome on?" And Momma bobbed up Ramsev; Dot Myers, George Aldhizer; •Dr. John Wayland, and Miss Ruth The Little Sandman—Brahms
ing Hall, Harrison Hall (Admission
Lois Bishop, Dick Eslick; Pete Peter- Hudson.
from an unexpected corner with a
Laughing Spring—Mozart—Chorus
by special invitation)
son, Jimmy Nicholas; Martha FrankThe Scribblers stand not only for. At the Close of Another Day—O'Hara
what-will-it-be-next look in her eye. lin, Peyton Bery; Mike Buie, Mapp
SUNDAY, JUNE 4
On the stage mortals mingled fa- Dunton; Frances Barrett, Robert ability in creative writing, but also in—Mary Spitzer
11:00
A.M.—Commencement
service
miliarly with Greek gods and god- Walker; Grace Madden, Dr. James terest in that field. Membership is bv Tribute to Brahms—Louise Beckwith
sermon,
Rev.
Walter
G.
Clippinger,
desses. Even stately Juno and majes- Madden; Samuella Crimm, Ralph Bied- recommendation from the English fac- Lullaby—Brahms—Chorus
D. D., president of Otterbein Coltic Minerva occasionally could be ler; Allie Higgins, Bradford Branner; ulty, followed by a successful tryout.
This program was chosen in honor
lege, Westerville, Ohio, Wilson Hall
o
heard to giggle in quite unqueenly Genevieve Fries, William Gaines; Mary
of the hundredth anniversary of the 6:30 P. M.—Vesper pservice—Guest
fashion.
birth of Brahms, the great composer.
Vernon Montgomery, Sam Shrum; HISTORY DEPARTMENT
speaker, Dr. Clippinger, Wilson Hall
Dancers gracefully flitted over the Christobel Childs, George Price; VirAnother
program
which
was
given
7:30
P.M.—Alumna: Buffet Dinner
ENTERTAINED AT TEA the same day follows:
stage until all halted, quite abruptly. ginia Orange, Harry Eickenberger;
(Through
the courtesy of the Har"Foskey, that's not the music!" And Ruth Miller, Mary Van Landingham,
The Shower—Class Chorus
risonburg Alumna: chapter)
poor Foskey smilingly hid her shame Eleanor Moore, Douglas McDonald,
On Thursday, May 11, a profes- Song—Eleanor Taylor, Mildred MulMONDAY, JUNE 5
and started again. Applause greeted Florence Lewis, Louise Allred, Eleanor sional tea was given in Alumna: Hall
lins
the finish of the Dawn Dance. What?
by Miss Katherine Anthony for all Tiptoe March—Symphony Orchestra 11:00 A.M.—Class Day Exercises,
(Continued on Page Two)
Wilson Hall
Applause at a dress rehearsal? No,
groups interested in or connected in Reading—SeNora Francis
3:00 P.M.—Talking Picture in Wilit was only an assorted assemblage
any way with history. The color Dance in a Ring—Class Chorus
son Hall
composed of Glee Club, a few gods AEOLIAN ANNOUNCES
scheme of green and orchid was car- Piano Solo—Jean Moyer
4:30
to 5:30 P. M.—Informal recepand goddesses, plebians, and may
ried out by green candles and purple The Rainbow Soldier—Class Chorus
FOUR NEW MEMBERS iris.
tion
to alumna: and guests by the
pole dancers who were making the
Members of the following groups Reading—Anne Ralston
faculty, Alumna: Hall
most of an opportunity "to see ourwho attended the tea were; the high Pretty Red Rose—Chorus
The^Eolian Club, conducted by Milselves as others see us."
school group—Miss Katherine An- Duet—Bobbie Cook, Virginia Mc- 8:30 P. (M.—Play by graduating
dred Foskey, president, gave a musical
classes, Wilson Hall (Admission
A swishing noise caused all save
thony, and high school senior student
Kown
charge)
the actors to look at each other in program in chapel Wednesday, May teachers, Ruth Henshaw, Margaret
The program under the direction of
dismay and even they seemed to glance 10, as a part of the national celebra- Boykin, Janet Lowrie, Lillie Tucker, Marion James consisted of:
TUESDAY, JUNE 5
tion
of
music
week.
This
week
startat each other inquiringly. "Is that
Emma Jane Shultz, Dorothy Martin, Down South—W. H. Myddleton— 9:00 A. M.—Final exercises, Wilson
rain? If it rains tomorrow—It nev- ed May 9, and will conclude May 14. Edna Palmer, Ollie Higgins, Christobal
Hall
Chorus
■
The club at this time announced
er has rained for May Day. Better
Childs, Margaret Fielder, Alice Mae Mavtime Has Come—Julian Tiersat— ' Address to the graduating classes,
four new members, presenting them in
knock on wood when you say that,"
Baldwin, Louise Watkins, Lucy CoyChorus
Edgar W. Knight, Ph. D., director
their public performance. This precame from various members of the
ner, Emilyn Peterson, Mildred Shry- Oh Danny Boy—F. E. Weatherly—
of the school of education, Unisentation is one of the requirements of
"audience".
ock, Mae Diehl, Katye Wray Brown,
Chorus
versity of North Carolina
membership. The new members are:
"The queen's procession is next!"
Marietta Dickerson, and Thelma Fi'ye; Oh Susanna—S. C. Foster—Harmonica
o^
Lois Bishop, of Norfolk, voice; ConTrumpeters and crown bearer made
the college history faculty: Dr. Otto Duet—Elizabeth Williams and Marway Gray, of Petersburg, piano; Inez
EXPRESSION STUDENTS
Frederikson, Mr. John N; Mcllwraith,
garet Clemmer
Graybeal, of Christiansburg, voice;
(Continued on Page Four)
and Mr. Raymond Dingledine; the Blossom Time—N. B. HartfordGIVE SPRING RECITAL
and Josephine R. Miller, of Woodstock,
Chorus
o
junior
high
school
history
faculty:
violin. The program follows:
A recital was given by the expresThou Art Like a Flower
Komili Miss Sallie Blosser, Miss Ethel Spil- Solo—Geniveve Miller
GLEE CLUB MEMBERS
sion students assisted by voice stuLong
Long
Ago—Harmonica
Trio
man, Mrs. Wise, Miss Long, Mr. and
GO TO WINCHESTER Nocturne Lois Bishop
dents in Wilson Hall, Monday evening,
Chopin Mrs. Stanley; Main Street School Irish Folk Dance—Chorus
May
8.
The Dancing Song—A. M. Sontag—
Humoresque
Brockway
The
program follows:
supervisors:
Mrs.
LeHew,
Miss
Ratliff.
Chorus
Many members of the Glee Club
Conway Gray
Mice
at
Play
Forest
Mrs.
Crookshank,
Miss
Goodman,
Miss
made the trip to the Apple Blossom Areoso
Delibes
Gene
Averett
Festival in Winchester last week. These
Holmes, Miss McGlaughlin\Miss
Inez Graybeal
MONDAY CHAPEL
The Necklace
Maupassant
girls were: Eleanor Balthis, Lois Bish- Londonderry Air
Kreisler Thompson, Miss Alec, Miss Hyatt,
Mildred
Stephenson
op, Betty Bush, Kathleen Carpenter,
Josephine Miller
The Glee Club of the Harrisonburg Lungi dal caro bene
Miss Berentsen, and Miss Nell WalkSarti
Betty M. Coffey, Charleva Crichton,
The /Eolian Music Club is an honHi^h
School gave a program at the
Margaret
Boykin
er;
college
juniors
who
are
majoring
in
Mary E. Deaver, Sally Face, Frances orary musical organization whose
college Monday, May 8.
The Harp-Weaver
Millay
Graybeal, Elizabeth Kerr, Catherine members are girls highly interested in history; the geography faculty, Mr.
The club, which is directed by Miss
Ruth Henshaw
Matthews, Eunice Meeks, Eleanor furthering music on campus, as well Raus Hanson; the education faculty,
Hosmer, music supervisor and mem- By Courier
O. Henry
Moore, Dorothy Parker, Luemma as especially talented. The members Dr. Florence Boehmer, Dr. W. J. Gifber of the college music faculty, sang
Billye
Milnes
Phipps, Beatrice Shorts, Marion Smith, of the club arc: Mildred Foskey, Cathford, Miss Bessie Lanier, Miss Virginia the following songs, accompanied by As the Dawn
Cantor
Marv SDtizer. Evelyn Watkins, Elcano- erine Matthews, Mary Sue Hamersley,
F'e->nor Balthis:
Mary
Spitzer
Buchanan,
Miss
M.
L.
Seegar,
Miss
Cook, Mary E. Glover, Genevieve Mil- Aileen Sifford, Mary Coyner, Dorothy
Waken, Lords and Ladies Gay
Lady Moon
Anon
ler, Italene Reed, Ollie Higgins, Vir- Harris. Helen Wick, Lois Bishop, Con- Julia Robertson, and Mr. Clyde P.
Grant-Schaeffcr Mammy's Li'l Baby Boy
Edwards
ginia McKown, and Virginia Hicker- way Gray, Inez Graybgal, Eleanor Shorts; and Mr. and Mrs. Strickler, of Nocturne
Lamar Madonna of the Evening Flowers
son.
Moore, Eleanor Balthis.
Broadway.
Beautiful Blue Dinube
Strauss
Lowell

little gray creatures around you would
think we'd absorb their attitude, but
we don't—not unless we make a conMember Virginia IntercdHegiate Press scious effort to. With only three
weeks left to go, let's put on a squirrel
Association.
campaign—stop squabbling with the
Published weekly by the Student room-mates. They're really all right
Body of the State Teachers College, if you just think so.
It's you, too,
Harrisonburg, Virginia.
you know. So for these twenty-four
days, let's try to out-squirrel the
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
squirrels in their cheerfulness.
$2.00' a year

THE BREEZE

The following is an editorial that
was submitted to us, bearing directly
on several things we have heard in
chapel recently.

Editor-in-Chief
SARAH LEMMON

Business Manager
COURTNEY DICKINSON
KATHLEEN CARPENTER ASSO.
ALICE KAY
Managing
EUGENIA TRAINUM
Campus
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NOISE IN CHAPEL

11, 1933

APROPOS OF NOTHING
I'm going to write about spots
today, and right now you're beginning
to wonder what I mean by spots. So
I shall proceed to tell you that what
I mean by spots is all kinds of spots.
I guess you know that in the beginning
there were spots and there have
TOM SAYS:
been spots ever since. Now the spot
in which I am most interested in is
Folks, I've another case of spring spelled with a capital S. It is a proper
fever, and I can't think of a thing name and the owner of it is a member
to say.
of the canine kingdom. Of course! It's
a dog and one of my very best friends,
since he is an old retainer of the
Lucy Coyner, one of the Psychology family.
He is also quite a pal of
students visiting at Western State our three year older who from close
Asylum, noticed one of the inmates association with "Spot" has become alwheeling a wheelbarrow upside down. most as doggy as the little fellow him"That's not the way to push that self. We haven't decided yet whether
thing," Lucy said: "You've got it up- he will talk or bark. But enough of
side down."
this kind of Spot.
"Oh, have I," answered the lunatic.
Another kind of spot is the one you
"Well, I used to push it the other way get on your dress after juggling a piece
and they put bricks in it."
of greasy meat on your fork for quite
a spell. Just as you decide that the
When an Englishman is told a joke, fork has been oiled previously to
he laughs three times: first, to be po- make it more slippery and thus prolite, second, when the joke is explain- vide sport for your fellow diners, the
ed, and third, when he catches on. meat falls on the floor via your dress
When a German is told a joke, he leaving a most attractive spot. Your
laughs twice: first, to be polite, and tears begin to flow but your compansecond, when the joke is explained, he | ;0ns think you have been hit in the
eye by water which has been propelled
doesn't catch on.
When a Frenchman is told a joke, from a spoon residing at another tahe laughs once: he catches on imme- ble.
Another interesting type of spot is
diately.
When an American is told a joke, the tiger's spots.
Oh, excuse me!
he doesn't laugh at all: he's heard it I believe a tiger has stripes does he
not? Anyway a stripe is nothing
before.
Oh, well, you're an American, more or less than a spot grasped on
two sides and stretched out to cover
aren't you?
-<>more territory lengthwise and less terThe modern fountain of youth is ritory crosswise.
Perhaps I was thinking of the leopa soda fountain.
ard's
spots.
The leopard has spots
o
but I don't know how or why so
Girls, when they went out to swim
Once dressed like Mother Hubbard; what's the use of discussing that?
Last but not least there are the
Now they have a bolder whim,
kind
of spots I am going to see when
They dress more like her cubbard.
my
roommates
find out that I've
o
made them pie-beds.
We won't go
"Say, Joe, I got a new job out in De- into that.
<?
troit."
Now if there are any other kind
"What doing?"
of spots, you will have to worry about
"Painting whiskers on Fords."
them. It's time you did a little
"Huh?"
thinking for yourself. .
"Yes, make 'em look like Lincolns."
o

CAMPUS t|

What a week after such a glorious
week of apple blossoms, May Days,
dates, and so on—Didn't you love our
May Day? I thought Liz looked so
good and the nice ole part is that it
didn't go to her head—that is what
helps out a lot.
Can you realize in about four weeks
we will be homeward bound and then?
But still we're having (or taking) so
many privileges lately that it's getting
to be great around campus. But just
you wait until exams and then the
fireworks!
Do you like blind dates? Ask Betty
DeMaine how she liked hers. Anyhow he was talking to Bowden Sunday afternoon so somebody evidently
likes 'em! Speaking of Sunday dates
—did you see Eve strutting around—
rather driving around and don't you
know she was happy—Why? oh—various reasons. I saw a date bring a date
a box of candy Sunday and it was
"For Dear Mother"—Guess he sorta
got his days mixed, up as that is this
Sunday's feature—and don't forget
your rose on Sunday.
Back to the dates — Didya see
Frank's latest little hot number—anyway it was gracing the lamp post in
front of Harrison Monday morning
and caused quite a few smiles from
the more dignified fo'ks and numerous yells from people like Pr.m, Cootie,
Betty, Coyner—"n" "Tuck."
Well, Babe's tone of voice has
changed from George to Davis!
How's he coming, Babe?
Dr. Frederikson asked Dot Merryman "Who won the battle of Gettysburg?" and she thought—she wasn't
sure, however—but she thought it was
Gettysburg himself! Wake up, Dot!
There isn't much to say this week
as most folks haven't got awake from
last week. So I'll be chatting along
till next week—.

There is always a tendency for considerable noise whenever a large group
of people are congregated.
PAMELIA PARKINS
MARGARET JAMES
So it is in chapel. Usually at the
HELEN KITCHIN
ELOISE THOMPSON
LOUISE BORUM
assembly of the student body there
MARGARET SMITH
FRANCES LANEAVE
LOIS BISHOP
are visitors. Sometimes they are parVIRGINIA SLOANE
ELEANOR COOK
ents
or people from Harrisonburg, but
HATTIE COURTER
MARY PAGE BARNES
the
majority
of the visitors are speakMARY
SPITZER
MILDRED FOSKEY
ers from other colleges who have come
CATHERINE CARTEE
LOUISE HOWERTON
ELIZABETH BY WATERS to address the student body.
ALB. RAVENHORST
It is
JOYCE REILEY
VIRGINIA COX
these people who are forming imELSIE MALLORY
pressions of the school. They observe
BOARD OF MANAGERS
closely for our standards.
JULIA COURTER
NANCY BYERS
No individual would like to hear a
MARY BRAGG YOUNG
DOROTHY LIPSCOMB
word of disapproval against the colELIZABETH WARREN
lege.
The student body as a whole
TYPISTS
likes to hear words of praise about
SYBILLA CRISMAN
MARG. THOMPSON
their alma mater. Yet this cannot
MILDRED MULLINS
REBECCA SNYDER
be done if each student takes the asCATHRYN WALTHAI.L
IRENE DATLEY
sembly period to gossip and chat with
HELEN MADJESKI
her classmates. Everyone talks in a
tone above a whisper and thus a mumble of noise is very prominent.
The
noise lately is too. predominant.
For the "rep" of our school let's all
TO OUR MOTHERS
strive to reduce the amount of noise
in chapel.
Many of us, this Sunday, will be
—L. H.
wearing red roses; some of us will be
wearing white ones. But all of us
will be wearing in our hearts the
image of that most wonderful of beings, one to whom we can never pay
enough tribute—our mother.
Throughout the years wc have always had one to whom we could turn.
THURSDAY
A conversation was overheard on a
Mother always knew how to make our
On
May
6,
the
first
of
a
series
of
bus
coming from Lexington and one
knees feel better when we fell down
lady told another that the H. T. C.
skating, or how to fix the jagged World Fellowship programs was pregirls were having a co-ed dance and
rents in our white party dresses when sented in Y. W. Alice Webb, who
the boys had to come dressed as girls.
we tore them playing hide-and-seek. was in charge, read the scripture and
ALUMNAE NEWS
"Oh, what a'strange-looking cow!"
Now believe it or not.
Mother laughed when we weren't sure prayed. The program consisted of:
"But why
Seeing all these big black bugs on
whether to laugh or cry, and so we a piano selection, Humoresque, by exclaimed Betty Bush.
The
Alumna:
are
always
welcome
hasn't
it
any
horns?"
Annie
Cox;
a
short
talk
on
the
meanthe
walks reminds me of Maryland—
laughed too. She sympathized when
"Well, you see," said the farmer, at Harrisonburg. Among those who an awfully "buggy" place and if you
we got mad at the little boy next ing of world fellowship by Albertina
door, but she made us apologize if we Ravenhorst; and a brief discusison on "some cows is born without horns and returned for May Day were: Wally haven't been there, don't miss it. It's
the Y. W. C. A. and its relation to never had any, and others shed theirs, Farinholt and Eva Holland, '32, a great place.
were wrong.
and some we dehorn, and some breeds Quantico; Ercelle Reade, '32, Peterso
As we grew older, and took more world fellowship, Virginia Cox.
ain't supposed to have horns at all. burg; Kitty Wherrett, '32, Norfolk; SOPH-SENIOR DANCE
SUNDAY
interest in our dresses, Mother's taste
There's a lot of reasons why some Evelyn Bowers, '30, Alexandria;
CLIMAXES MAY FETE
was always best.
We argued about
The Sunday afternoon service of
it sometimes, but deep down we knew Y. W. was led by Elizabeth Thweatt. cows ain't got horns, but the big reas- Grace Blalock, '31, South Boston;
(Continued from page One)
she was right. Mother was right about Miss Alice Scott brought an inspiring on why that cow ain't got horns is Nell Coyner, '33, Waynesboro; Peggy
most things. When it was hard for message in her interpretation of the because she ain't a cow—she's a horse.' Johnston, '33, Clifton Forge; Jinks Studebaker, Anna Colvert, Virginia
Eubanks, '34, Richmond; Bobbie Mc- Hisey, Ruth Early, Rose Marie Cox,
us to understand all the why's, Mother picture, The Light of the World.
Kim, '32, Luray; Harriet Ullrich, '32, Mary Frances Gallegher, Dot HelminV.
P.
I.—"You
certainly
are
a
wonexplained so carefully. She planned She explained the coloring, the meanNorfolk; Virginia Goodrick, '34, toler, Mary Coyner, Lucy Coyner, Milnice little things for us; she thought ing of the symbols, and stressed the derful dancer!"
Pam—"I'm sorry I can't say the Cherrydale; Lucile Keeton, Alexan- dred Tate, Kathleen Tate, Lemma
of lovely things for us; she gave up significance of each detail. A duet,
dria.
Owen, Kathleen Asher, Margaret Hanthings for us without our knowing it, O festis, 1 Hate Promised, sung by same for you."
nah, Jack Baker, Louise Borum, Pat
V. P. I.—"Oh, you're probably not
or we would never have let her do it. Lois Meeks and Beatrice Shorts, ended
Mrs. Otis Oliver, formerly Helen Patterson, Betty Bush, Bobbie Cook,
It was Mother who was so proud the program.
as big a liar as I am."
Meyer, '34, Lynchburg, and Mrs. K. Frances Wells, Ruth Bowman, Virginia
when we graduated from high school.
Following its annual custom, the
Bass, Ruth Henshaw, Lillian AlexIt was Mother who planned rhat we Y. W. is ordering red and white roses
Tuck—"I'm 21 this month but I S. Freeman, formerly Anna Leigh
Hawthorne, '34, Kenbridge, were re- ander, Myrtle Little, Katherine Cox,
should come to college. It is Mother for girls to wear on Mother's Day. can't vote."
cent guests on campus. They were Polly Stephenson, Mary Page Barnes,
who is impatiently and yet half-reluc- The order was sent in the first part
Emma Jane—"Why?"
enroute to the Apple Blossom Festival. Eva Riggins, Katherine Burnette,
tantly awaiting that June not so far of the week, and the roses will be given
Tuck—"There's no election."
Kathryn Mauck, Anna Larrick, Floroff when her daughter will cross the out tomorrow evening.
ence
Holland, Emma Henry, Katye
rostrum with her degree in her hand,
Margaret
Moore,
'32,
was
a
recent
o
The school inspector prepared to guest on campus. She was with a Wray Brown, Conway Gray, Marian
and as she descends the steps, change
SONNET
give the children an intelligence test. group touring Virginia.
Smith, Syd Henderson, Dorothy Slusthe tassel from the right side to the
"Now close your eyes, children."
ser, Dot Williams, Mary Haga, Maro
—
left.
As an^eagle, rising, soaring on
The inspector made a noise like
At Mother's knee we said our first Still higher yet and higher toward the
garet Campbell, Bernice Bowden,
RUNS
birds twittering."
Martha Warren, Eva Holland, Laura
prayer, and her loving guardian spirit
sun
"Now open your eyes and tell me
Melchor,
Nell Taylor, Rachel Rogers,
is with us still. As we, the children
Sees the earth below him vanish, what I was doing."
Since baseball season has arrived with
Rebecca
Snyder, Lydia Cummings,
of yesterday, the young women of
gone
"Kissing teacher," came the reply such a bang my mind dwells on runs. Grace Avelino, Julia Duke, Kitty
today, the nation of tomorrow, stand To meet the mists that fairy hands
Home runs? Oh no, not runs which
in a chorus.
Wherrett, Alma Fultz, Eloise Thompfacing the future with eager eyes,
have spun;
the batters make, but the runs you
we feel behind us that indomitable,
son,
Catherine Bard, Peggy Johnson.
And feels the awful void, hears the
are very apt to get in your hose if you
powerful spirit that says, "Onward,
English
Prof:
"Miss
Williams,
what
I
shouldn't
be here, but I'll hide as
sound
are so unwise as to sit on the boards
my daughters!" We are with you al- Of planets whirling in their mighty is the difference between sight and called the grandstand.
much as possible." Then there is the
ways."
vision?"
race,
Who does not know the feeling of run, or rather runs, which shoot gaily
We salute our Mothers!
Dot W.: "Well, when my room- utter futility which comes, when after down from a long pulled place, leavLeaving him an atom to be ground
Still smaller if he dare usurp their, mate goes out in the evening she's a a hasty jerk to get a sheer stocking ing a spider web instead of a perfectly
vision, but when she gets up for an over a damp foot, one sees a dainty good stocking, but I will pass over
Have you noticed how frisky the
place—
squirrels are becoming all of a sudden?
So I have climbed to dizzy heights eight o'clock class the next morning little gleaming ladder start up the them briefly with a shudder or horror.
she's a sight."
They seem so glad that it's spring.
unknown
In this world which is, so we're
side.
o
Squirrels are such cheerful little crea- And held aloof from all that livin?
Runs have certain characteristics as told, a vale of tears, we must expect
In other words, a nation isn't off the definite as human traits. There's the annoying things to happen; but isn't
tures. They never seem to fuss. Persends;
gold
standard if it can go back on at little run that starts at the knee, runs it a little too much to stick your finhaps that's just because we see their
The emptiness unbearable has
any time.—New York World-Tele- about an inch, stops so long that my gers, strain your eyes, waste ten mincompany manners and not their home
grown—
life.
But we don't think so. We The silence anguish from my heart gram.
fears are entirely lulled, and then one utes sewing up a run, and then five
o
believe they are just naturally frisky,
strings rends.
day as I stoop violently it pops down minutes later see that same run conWith so much of a school year beNow I have found the vastness far
A tired professor at Lehigh has re- the leg, grinning saucily and sayin? tinuing, according to its tastes, on its
hind us, we tend to be grouchy and
too great,
cently reported that over a period of "Fooled vou that time!" There's the upward or downward way?
snappy with our room-mates—the
And plunging downward, rush to five years, freshmen in his various run, a shy, timid run, that travels
When I'm president I shall make it
very opposit of company manners and
meet my fate.
classes have spelled "nucleus" thirty- slowly from the heel as close as pos- a criminal offense for anv lady below
of the squirrels. With so many of the
—SARAH LEMMON one different ways.—Ring-Turn Phi.
sible to the seam as if to say, "I know the age of fifty to wear hose!
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Dorothy Williams motored to Gordonsville Sunday with Dorothy's parents.
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The J. C. Deane Studio
TRIBUTE
Over McCroy's Jc 8c 10c Store
To her who holds my destiny,
Helen Kumm motored to Endless And who inspires my being,
! Is Giving One 5x7 Enlargement
Caverns with her parents »n Sunday. Who gave me life upon this earth
I
FREE
And gives her guiding hand
from each roll brought to us for
Lucille Keeton and Mable Moorman Where'er I need it most;
finishing?
LEE BANQUET
were the week-end guests of Eunice
KODAK FANS, do you know that all
Meeks.
THREE CAME UNARMED: by j films bought from us and finished by
To her who made a happy home,
On Wednesday night a banquet was
us, we give you a 2J% reduction on
E. Arnot Robertson. Doubleday,
And always keeps it happy;
Madeline Newbill was a visitor in Who gives the greatest Gift of gifts
given in the junior and senior dining
Doran and Company; 1929; Gar- ! the finished work and also give a Ji7
Enlargement FREE?
hall by the Lee Literary Society. The Staunton last Sunday.
den City, N.Y. Pp. 328.
The best of life—the gift of Love,
j
Over McCroy's Jc & 10c Store
color scheme was carried out in gold
And sympathetic understanding:
When
three
young
people
wlio
have
Virginia Ruby was a visitor of Miss To such a one the wide world over,
and confederate gray, club coloi)s.
sawmaosaaaaaaaaaH
rampantly grown up in Borneo where
Seated at the banquet table were the Blalock's sister last Sunday.
I salute you, Mother!
they fended for themselves, hunting iaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHBB)
invited guests: Dr. and Mrs. John
—V. K. S,
and fishing at will, come to live in
You Can Learn About Values
Virginia Bean accompanied Lee WarWayland, Dr. and Mrs. S. P. Duke,
o
the
comfortable
and
sophisticated
FROM US!
Dr. Rachel Weems, Dr. Florence Boeh- ren Hammer home this past Sunday.
CHARACTER SKETCHES
whirl
of
English
society,
they
discovmer, Mrs. A. B. Cook, Miss Clara
. I
Miss Margaret Hoffman visited her
er that adjustment is rather appalling.
PARISIAN SHOP
Turner, and the following club offiShe
is
like
a
little
puppy,
home
in
Woodstock
last
week-end.
$« S. MAIN STREET
Just
so
appalling
and
challenging
does
cers: Lois Bishop, president, Mary
Wiggling, squirming, playful.
Eileen
Robertson
make
her
book
on
Haga, Dorothy Williams, Hattie
Katherine Kintley had her sister and When somebody else wants to sleep, the three young Druces who in their aaaaaaastHaaaHaHa:
Courter, Janie Shaver, Nancy Byers, cousin as guests for the May Day ex- She yaps and yaps and yaps.
ignorance of everything except the w\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\x\\\\
Katherine Harlin ,Mildred Simpson ercises.
II
V
Warner Bros.
A
necessities of life leave their jungle
Margaret Campbell, and Mary Van
She is big and buxom and loud.
home after the death of their missLandingham..
THEATRE
■*•""■
Eleanor Studebaker accompanied When she talks, everybody listens;
ionary father to go to the home of
The other members seated at smaller Miss Ruth Hudson to Luray last Sun- They can not help themselves.
PROGRAM
their aunt.
tables were: Jacqueline Baker, Mary day.
Ill
TODAY—(FRIDAY)
The change from the warm tropic
Page Barnes, Alma Ruth Beazley,
She sweeps along majestically,
NANCY CARROLL
JOHN BOLES
beauty of water and sky to the foggy
Toddy Beery, Mary Belote, Ann Bond,
Catherine Walthall's father, Mr. D. Her chiselled features haughty,
"CHILD OF MANHATTAN"
dreariness
of
England
almost
makes
Katye Wray Brown, Virginia Boggs, T. Walthall from Alberta, was a guest Her air detached and distant;
From the Stage Success by
one shiver with the Druces as they
PRESTON STURGES
Julia Courter, Lucy,Coyner, Willine on campus last Thursday and Friday. But when she sees a friend
reach West Mersia caring nothing for
Clark, Charleva Crichton, Elizabeth
Her face relaxes in a smile
money, clothes, or friends, and seeking
TOMORROW— (SATURDAY
Deaver, Lois Drewfy, Martha FrankThe friends of Louise Golladay will That is half a smile and half a grin.
only
food
and
shelter.
They
are
con. TIM MCCOY
NORA LANE
lin, Kathleen Finnigan, Alma Fultz, be sorry to hear of the illness of her
IV
fronted
everywhere
by
a
sense
of
un"THE WESTERN CODE"
Conway Grey, Frances Graybeal, Inez father in Rockingham Memorial Hos- She is delicate and fragile,
fitness and are surrounded by a puzzlGraybeal, Margaret Hanah, Louise pital.
MONDAY—TUESDAY
And seldom energetic.
ed
atmosphere of the incomprehensiHayes, Janet Latane, Helen Minor,
FAY
WRAY
BRUCE CABOT
I used to think her lifeless,
ble.
Frances Neblett, Madeline Newbill,
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph S. Perkins, of But now I think her lovely.
Everyone is struck by the perfect"KING KONG"
Emily Pittman, Margaret Smith, Mar- Winchester, Massachusetts, were the
V
ness
of their physiques, their frankness,
the strangest Story Every Conceived
ian Smith, Elizabeth Sugden, June distinguished guests of Mrs. A. B. She is dark and stylish and distant,
by Man.
their alertness, and their peculiar sense
Taliaferro, Catherine Taylor, Kathleen Cook Thursday and Friday. Dr. Per- And seemingly very cold.
of
humor,
so
are
the
readers
of
the
Tate, Mildred Tate, Edith Todd, Eliz- kins attended the American Ortho- I used to be afraid of her,
WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY
book for that matter. The three are
abeth Thweatt, Elizabeth Tudor, Eve- pedic Society Meeting in Washington, But that was before I knew her.
JOAN CRAWFORD
GARY COOPER
of entirely different natures and each
"TODAY WE LIVE"
lyn Watkins, Emma Watson and D. C, the first part of the week.
VI
works out his own destiny. Herel,
ROBERT YOUNG
FRANCHOT TOME
Frances Wells.
She is irresponsible,
LOUISE HALE
the oldest and strongest of the family,
Iva Lou Jones and Marietta Melson And scatter-brained and care-free;
finds a great love for machinery, and
Rebecca Bennett and Ruby Mc- motored to Winchester to attend the She never knows
because of that zest, the most beauCloud were guests of Catherine Mat- Apple Blossom Festival last week with Where anything is;
tiful character of the book is inhu- 3aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaagaa»H«g
thews in Staunton hst week-end.
Miss Alimae Aikcn.
She doesn't much care
manly destroyed by his fellowmen.
STAGE COACH TEA ROOM
How anything looks
Nonie, the sister, is lovely in her
Afternoon tea specialties.
Delicious
Mary Blankenship visited her sister,
Miss Marie Louise Boje has moved It's too much trouble
striking femininess of figure. London
Nut bread sandwiches. Luscious fresV
Verne, at Fredericksburg State Teach- from Hamilton Terrace Apartments to To be bothered;
is for her only the home of the man
fruit salads. Hot ginger bread, Doughthe Wellington Apartments.
And yet she gets things done
ers College last week-end.
nuts, Tarts.
she worships. Alan, the youngest,
Somehow, some time.
who is a half-breed and is hated by
cexaaaaaaaaaaaa*
Catherine Bard, Margaret Mears,
VII
Courtney Dickenson was the guest
his brother and sister, possesses the
of Mrs. Heard in Charlottesville over Martha Franklin, and Virginia Boggs She is a lovely girl when you know her soul of an artist who wishes to paint
i
accompanied Mrs. C. O. Conrad to But so quiet and so mouse-like,
on his mind rather than on canvas
the week-end.
The Largest Plant In The
Winchester to attend the Apple Blos- The girl across the hall doesn't know the beauties of life. For him LonShenandoah Valley
her name.
Sally Face attended the Easter som Festival.
don is a place of strange and intriguVIII
ing scenes.
dances at Hampden-Sydney College.
Dr.
W.
J.
Gifford
attended
the
She
is
rather
large,
All the characters are true to life
She was the guest of Mary B. Nelson
Thirty-Fifth Aniversary at Averett And her movements are ponderous,
and
yet unique. The most likable
at Farmville State Teachers College.
College last week-end.
And when she laughs
DRY CLEANING AND
character is the crippled Mrs. AckShe shakes all over.
land wnose company is sought on
DYEING
Elizabeth Burner had a house party
The following girls went to the
IX
account
of
her
wit,
intelligence,
cheerat her home in McGaheysvile. The Apple Blossom Festival on the special "You're hopeless," I often tell her.
47 East Market Street
fulness, and popularity, by the Druces'
following were her guests from the bus: Mildred Dickerson, Lillian Dick- She exasperates me continually.
much disliked social climber of an
College: Pauline Farrar, Sarah Riche- stein, Mike Buie, Mary V. Montgom- She is such a tease,
HARRISON BURG, VA.
aunt, Mrs. Evered. Hugh Eves, a
son, Ann Ralston, Frances Sweeney ery, Idris Garten, Gertrude Ashen- So unsympathetic,
great specialist, who cares for women
A\%x**xxxxxxx3acxscaa»o«3«i
and Margaret Tate.
feiter, Virginia Goode, Elizabeth By- So absolutely indifferent
only physically and completely captiwaters, Frances Wells, Elizabeth Em- When I demand attention.
vates Nonie is also a target for Mrs.
Willene Clark's mother and father brey, Elizabeth Page, Ruby Owen, and A fine friend she is!
Evered's ambitions.
SMART COLLEGE
motored from Petersburg to attend the Virginia Turner. The following fac- But what would I do without her?
The true philosophy of Mrs. AckFootwear $2.00 and $3.00
ulty merflbers accompanied the girls:
X
May Day Exercises.
land concerning the "clergy and cavalService or Chiffon Hose>—59c
Mrs. Althea Johnston, Mrs. A. B. His clothes are neat and faultless
ry" does one's heart good to find some
MERIT SHOE STORE
Mary Lee Morris accompanied Sy- Cook, Mrs. Henry Converse, and Miss As are his manners.
one who has the audacity to criticise
Nell
Walker.
He
is
every
whit
a
gentleman.
billa Crisman home for the Apple
our Church. The way it teaches
I wish gentlemen could unbend a little one doctrine and follows another is
Blossom Festival last Thursday.
The following girls had their parXI
pictured for us.
ents
or sisters as visitors on campus She reminds me
TELEPHONE 777
The book is a novel in the true sense
Genevieve Miller had Bessie Nash
PAULINE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
for the May Day exercise: Mary Belle Of pale pink roses
of
the
word.
The
contrast
between
for her guest over the week-end in
Permanent Hair Waving, Shampooing
Boden, Blandine Harding, Marion And green buds
the artificial life of our modern world
and Hair Dressings
Broadway.
James, Mildred Mullins, Miriam Rosen- And delicate, painted china,
and the child-like simplicity of those
Marcel and Water Waving
krans, Iva Mae Wisman, Mary McCoy Lovely and very fragile.
30 S. Main St.
lovely beings of _ nature makes one
Dorothy Harris and Virginia Saund- Baker, Dorothy Williams, Lois Bishop,
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
I like to sit and look at her
wonder
how
great
we
really
are.
ers motored to Fredericksburg State Wi'line Clark, Mary Moore Davis, As one stares at inanimate objects.
You are almost smothered by the atTeachers College with Mr. George Katherine Kintley, Bethel Snead, Alice I wonder if she ever smiles,
mosphere of puzzled newness and misChappelear. Mr. Chappelear attended Kay, and Rebecca Snyder.
But then fragile china doesn't.
understanding that faces these three
the meeting of the Virginia Academy
—S. wonderful specimens of physical beauQUALITY -|- SERVICE
The following girls went home last
of Science.
ty in their unnatural surroundings. The
week-end.
Maryelia Armentrout, We were from strange lands
keen disappointment of the wanted
IS OUR MOTTO
Mr. Raus Hanson attended the So- Eleanor Balthis, Elizabeth Burner, As we walked along,
that comes and then goes so swiftly
cial Science Meeting in Lexington last Kathleen Bussey, Catherine Cartee, Arm in arm,
that the slow but larger mind cannot
When you have us print your
Helen Gore, Anne Harris, Ethel Harp- With the sun in our eyes;
Friday and Saturday.
/
grasp it, and then the wondering sensaSchool Annual, Catalog, Magaer, Lee Warren Hammer, Pauline But we were bound by a tie of love. tion of its disappearance are startling.
zine, Newspaper, or Printing of
Mrs. Heard and Margaret Heard Hawkins, Grey Hinebaugh, Lettie We felt no effort as we climbed the
The frank innocence of the Druces
Hobgood,
Virginia
Jones,
Elizabeth
any Kind—Your work looks
hill.
tears to shreads those narrow, over-emwere campus guests for the May Day
Kountz,
Ruby
Miller,
Ruth
Miller,
There was beauty all about us.
phasized moral laws of civilized man
Exercises last week-end.
NEW, MODERN, and
Katherine Miller, Gladys Myers, Pau- I could but worship and be dumb. that force him to think of his glorious
line Slaughter, and Martha Young.
You,
too,
did
not
speak.
body which God gave him, as vulgar
DIFFERENT
Dorothy Myers had Christine BowThis scene to you is new and beauti- and sexual. Nonie with her lithe animan as her guest at her home in BroadDr. Florence Boehmer entertained
ful—
mal-like grace of movement is a picway last Sunday. The
the following seniors at a Sunday To me, it is not mere beauty, a thing ture of the supreme embodiment of the
morning breakfast: Mildred Dickerson,
to be adored—
soul in flesh and blood.
Clyde Ramsey motored to Monterey Bernice English, Margaret Fielder, and
To me it is—my life.
The book as a whole carries the unon Sunday with her family.
Lillian Holland.
205 West Beverley Street
CLYDE SCHULER.
derlying purpose of satirizing our overcivilized modern life. The author,
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
Mrs. A. B. Cook had as her guests
Dr. Florence Boehmer entertained
Todays' college students, who, as a brilliant young English-woman, infor May Day exercises, her daughter these seniors at a Sunday night supper: mere children when prohibition went deed, stirs the public with her clear,
and granddaughter, Mrs. Teresa Cook Lydia Cummings, Irene Fraley, Grey into effect "were never going to know clean-cut style of writing. The book
Howard and Miss Dorothy Howard. Hinebaugh, Iva Lou Jones, Lena Sue anything about liquor," now have 103 is brilliant, it is human, it is finely and
—WILLENE CLARK.
Joyce, Janet Lowrie, Dorothy Martin, slang words and phrases for intoxi- wittily and passionately written, and
(Editor's Note:—This book was reLois Bishop, Eleanor Wilkins and Katherine Wilson.
it is magnificently honest.
cation.—Colliers.
viewed last week by Jean Long.)

IRGINlA

S. Blatt

Beverley Press, Inc.
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When in need
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CARSON PRESIDES OVER
COLORFUL MAY FESTIVAL

IDEAL CLASSES

Have you ever tried to imagine
of
what your ideal class would be like,
and which ones of your classes actualLADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
ly come nearest to being ideal?
—VISIT—
I am taking one class that is pretty
nearly ideal. 1 don't have a text-book,
I never study, I don't pay much attention in class, unless it's something
Harrisonburg's Exclusive
funny.
I happened to have learned
enough about this Subject in high
Ladies Shoppe
school to pass.
Thus I can spend
that hour in day-dreaming, in scribbling notes, in drawing pictures—in
fact, in almost anything I want to do.
In fact, my only objection to that
class is that I have to be there bodily.
Too bad!
Then I have another class, rather
the opposite of that one.
I have a
text—oh, yes! I take it to class with
me every day, and as we take up the
different items in it, I make notes.
SPECIAL
I like the instructor. I like the lectures, for they are more than disAll Victrola Records
cussions. I like that class a lot. My
one objection to it is an almost fatal
Four for $1.00
(to me) leaning toward pop quizzes.
Too bad!
THE VALLEY GIFT AND
There is another class, too, that I
BOOK SHOP
like.
I study for it once every two
weeks, and pray we won't cover much
120 South Main St.
ground. My objection to it is, that
sometimes I slip up on. my calculaHARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
tions, and once every two weeks isn't
often enough to study. Tough luck!
Just one more class. I don't study
for it outside, and it is socialized supervised study inside, so you know
how much work I do in it! But the
teacher's tests are fierce!
Studying
Try Our Parcel Post Service
wouldn't help me to know them, so it
Phone 274
::
165 *N. Main St. must be the fault of the test. Aside
from that, I like the class.
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
We can now consider my ideal
waaaaaasxxxxxxxxxxsaaaaas^ class, one that embodies the best features of all of these. A class that
w
omits pop quizzes, and fierce tests; a
class that is funny; a class where I
need no text book and no outside prepEnjoy your graduation festiviaration; where no huge mental exertion is required for me to pay attenties in an outfit bought at "Joe
tion; where the teacher is fascinating;
and where I can readily pass. Above
Ney's."
all, the class must not come before ten
i
in the morning, and certainly not in
Your graduation clothes in soft
the afternoon.
Well, if all these requirements must
shades and white is here. Partibe met, why have a class at all?
o
cularly do we pride ourselves on

RALPH'S

Hayden s Dry Cleaning
Works

Welcome Graduates"

most complete line ■oi.-White
Shoes.

Joseph Ney &
Sons Co.
rri-i
Compliments of

THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

Girls, don't forget your Mother
on Mother's Day, Sunday, May
14th
Send her a remembrance—We suggest
a box of Fresh Whitman's or Martha
Washington Candies,—
We have it on display now. Give us
her address and we will mail it home
for you. Do it today. Don't forget.

Soda Sandwich Shoppe
"Service With a Smile"

REPAIR SERVICE
While You Wait

Champion Shoe Repair Shop
J. T. I nk i K, Prop.
WE DELIVER TO YOU
Phone 690-J
45 E. Market St.
W\\\\\\\\\\\V\N\\\\\\\\\N

DEBATING CLUB
At a recent meeting of the Debating
Club, plans were made for a debate
in open meeting on May 25. The
question is: Resolved: That the United
States is justified in going off the gold
standard. The affirmative will be upheld by Bessie Glasser and Elizabeth
Kerr and the negative by Alice Kay
and Rebecca Snyder. The students
and faculty are cordially invited.
The club has recently considered
two intercollegiate debates for May,
but as the session is so nearly over
and things will be rather rushed from
now on, it was decided not to attempt
any more debates this year.
PAGES
Newly initated members conducted the last meeting of Page Literary
Society with a nonsense program.
Eloisc Thompson, who was in charge,
presented the following program:
reading, The Revision of a Negro Sermon—Jean Long; poem, The Goal,
Eleanor Whitman; piano selection,
Mildred Foskey; song, / Lived a Hundred Thousand Years Ago, Beatrice
Shorts; reading, Two Cases of the
Grip, Eloise Thompson.
LANIERS
Formal initiation of new members
was held at the last meeting of Lanier
Literary Society. The new members
are: Rosamond Wiley, Independence;
Peggy Mears, Cheriton; Virginia Lewis,
Portsmouth; Paula Umstead, Pembroke; Josephine Miller, Woodstock.
Mary Van Landingham, president, presided over the meeting. Refreshments were served.
LEES

At the last meeting of Lee Literary
Society, Elizabeth Tudor gave a talk
on the life of Cristopher Morley and
I SEE BY THE PAPERS
read two poems, Song for a Little
House and Love at First Sight. Emma
Dr. Walter A. Montgomery, of the Watson read the poem He Can't Have
University of Virginia, is to be the Been Gone Long. A business meeting
speaker during the 1933 commence- followed.
ment at Hampden-Sydney College.
vEOLIAN CLUB
Dr. Montgomery will deliver his address on June 7, at which time degrees
The regular meeting of the JEolhn
will be conferred upon members of the
Club
was held Wednesday, May 3,
senior class.
6:30 p. m. in the music room of HarRev. William Crowe, D. D., pastor rison Hall with Mildred Foskey preof the Westminister Presbyterian siding.
Church, St. Louis, Mo., Moderator of
The meeting consisted mainly of
the general assembly of the Presbyter- business matters, since most of the
ian Church of U. S., which met at club members were away on the Glee
Montreat, N. C, last year, is to deliv- Club tour. The business consisted of
er the baccalaureate sermon, on June the making of plans for a dinner party
4. Dr. Crowe is the father of Mac to be held for members at the KavaCrowe, a senior at Hampden-Sydney naugh Hotel. The question of buying
College.
yEolian Club stationery was brought
—Hampden-Sydney Tiger. up. Further plans were made for the

It is reported that the Biggsville
ball team lost the game with Tomsboro because their star pitcher ripped
his pants and had to go out of the
game. A case where a stitch in time
would have saved the nine.—American Boy Magazine.

professor of education, gave an interesting talk on Germany at the Sesame
Club meeting last Thursday at 12:30.
Miss Seegar stated that the two things
that impressed her most about Germany were the size of the country and
the waterways. She described the
poverty of the people, the German beds
and houses.
Anne Keister read the scripture and
made a prayer.
This was the last regular meeting o'
the year, but there will be a call meeting in the near future to elect officers
fo' next year.

DuBarry Beauty-

*
Sponsored by the Athletic AssociaPreparations
tion of which "Pete" Peterson, Lake
by
City, Florida, is president, the annual
May Day Festival was given by the
RICHARD HUDNUT
by the students of the State Teachers
College, Harrisonburg, May 6, at 4:00
on the steps of Wilson Hall.
The theme of the festival was taken
from the Grecian story, "The Apple
of Discord."
o
The queen, Elizabeth Carson, wore
a dress of white satin and carried white
roses. Lois Bishop, maid of honor,
Come to see us fq£_
wore green, and the court was dressed
DRUGS, TOILET ARTICLES,
in pink. The gowns were made in the
KODAKS
Grecian style.
The dancers were most colorfully
Reilly Drug Co.
and appropriately costumed. The soft
Knvanaugh Hotel Annex
8
colors of the court presented a most
striking contrast to the more vivid
hues of the others. The Glee Club,
in orchid and gold, formed the background for the whole.
We Invite You
Benches were placed on the campus
in front of Wilson Hall to accom—to—
modate visitors, but the crowd was so
large that many were forced to stand.
Visit Our
For several days preceding the festival, there was much doubt as to
READY - TO - WEAR
whether the May Day Festival could
be had out on the steps as planned,
—AND—
but it stopped raining on Saturday in
ample time for all to know that once
MILLINERY
more the sun would shine on Harrisonburg's "most beautiful."
DEPARTMENT
The festival was under the direction
of Miss Helen Marbut and Miss Miriam
Faries, physical education directors at
New Arrivals Daily
the college.
The Athletic Association for the
past year has had the following leaders: president, Pete Peterson, Lake
A Nation-Wide Institution
City, Florida; vice-president, Margaret
Campbell, Richmond; Business manager, Marietta Melson, Machipongo.
o
Harrisonburg, Va.
MAY DAY PARTICIPANT
TELLS OF REHEARSAL
(Continued from page One)
ssxxxxxxxxx:
a hurried retreat to the back of the
auditorium. "All hail—to the queen
Honor Roll Bank
of the May—" warbled the Glee
THE ROCKINGHAM
-f
Club who seemed to have forgotten
NATIONAL BANK
all Miss Shacffer had ever said about
Harrisonburg, Virginia
singing in unison.
CAPITAL
$150,000.00 a
"Smile, Liz, smile! This isn't your
SURPLUS
...
$200,000.00 8
funeral!" This and other remarks of
a similar nature came from the audi- •«aBsaHaHBS»aaB»x«maaaa.«:«>>:3«
ence causing the. queen to smile be- I
witchingly.
(Since 1882)
"We are going through it once now
without stopping^" When Miss Marbut's announcement was heard groans
of dismay and sighs ascended. Girls
were sent after those who had started
home. "Kaki" looked the part of a
PHOTOGRAPHS
sleepy Paris to perfection. How could
Miss Faries knit so peacefully?
for every need
But about eleven it was all over
and now we know dress rehearsal
Superior Kodak Finishing
must have helped some.

WILLIAMSON
DRUG CO.

J. C. Penney Co.

The
Dean Studio

FIVE YEARS AGO

For the third time Harrisonburg
State Teachers College is participating
in the annual celebration of the Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival held
yearly in Winchester, Virginia. In
1926 the college won second prize for
the float, then in 1927 Harrisonburg
open meeting of the club at which the captured first prize.
The scheme of May Day Festival at students of the music department at
This celebration is the fifth annual
Randolph-Macon Woman's College Shenandoah College will be guests.
Apple Blossom Festival.
was taken from plays of Edmond
o
Rostand.
The scene was laid in an
SESAME CLUB
LOST AND FOUND
old Paris garden.
—The Sun Dial
Miss Mary Louise Seeger, associate
1 dance handkerchief, found at the
Little Jack Horner stood on the corner
Watching the buses go by.
He stuck out his thumb,
A ride did he bum,
And said, "What a good boy am I."
—Manry News.

11, 1933

dance; 1 yellow silk scarf; 1 blue
woolen scarf; 1 pr. woolen mittens; 2
brown turbans; 2 pr. black kid gloves;
1 pr. brown cloth gloves; 2 pr. glasses;
1 small purse with stamp, button, etc;
2 pitch pipes; high school pin with
initials V. H. C; and several belts.
Some of these articles are valuable
so please come to Mrs. Cook's office
and claim them at once.
o
Many strange things happen in a
lifetime—like a whiskey country going crazv over the prospect of kickless
b%r.—Toledo Blade.

} LOEWNER BEAUTY SHOPPE
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Finger Waves, without drying . . 25c
Permanent Waves
$5,50 up
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 512-R.
Next to A&P Store

The Only Place in Town to Eat
GET HOMEMADE CANDIES
and ICE CREAM
HOT SANDWICHES
With Two Vegetables - -

25c 8

i

JULIAS

Candyland
Restaurant
:::.:::

Greeting Cards and Gifts
For All Occasions

THE SHOP O* GIFTS
Next to Profesisonal Bldg.
................,,

Save Money During B. Ney & Sons Prosperity Drive For 2,000 New Customers
Attractive Prices on all Ladies' Ready-to-Wear-Shoes-and Hose

